Cert.Dir. Candidate Declaration
I, ___________________________________________________, the designee and applicant:


declare that the statements on this form and other information provided by me in support of my Cert.Dir.
application are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief;



hereby give the IoDSA authority to verify and check any of the information given on this form or otherwise
provided and in doing so I agree that the IoDSA may make such enquiries as it deems fit to validate its
assessment of my information submitted;



agree to submit any further information which may be called for by the IoDSA in support of my Cert.Dir.
application;



agree to be bound by and to comply with the IoDSA Cert.Dir. requirements in terms of gaining Cert.Dir.
status, as amended from time to time;



agree and accept that certain requirements contained in the IoDSA Cert.Dir. requirements, as amended
from time to time, affect me directly as a designee and I undertake to be bound by and to comply with all
such requirements whilst I am a designee;



hereby give my authority to the IoDSA to disclose any of the foregoing particulars as the IoDSA may, in
its absolute discretion, think fit in relation to my becoming a Cert.Dir.



Agree that the information on this form can be entered onto the IoDSA database. Information about
members is kept strictly confidential, in accordance with existing data protection legislation;



Undertake and warrant that I have not been declared insolvent, been sequestrated, that I have no
criminal record or outstanding criminal charges still under prosecution; or any other finally determined or
pending legal proceedings against my name, both locally or internationally.

I, _________________________________________________, agree that I will be an active participant in this
process of becoming a Cert.Dir., in doing so I agree to


Permit my successful application being publicised by the IoDSA;



Permit my becoming a Cert.Dir. being publicised by the IoDSA; and



Any other reasonable requests made by the IoDSA.

Signature

Date

